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TRI-STATE TALES
# * # * * * * #.

A Group of Little Stories About Folks

in Nearby Communities

HORACE DAVIS of Tennyson, Ind., has a knife, which he, doesn't

use but with which he wouldn't part for anything.

It is a "deer knife," of the type used by hunters in the early lSOCs,

The handle is a section of a deer horn. On the blade of the knife

appear these letters, "A. Lincoln."'

Charles McCoy, Mrs. Davis'

lather, found the knife years ago

near the Spencer County Lincoln

cabin site.

Mr. McCoy didn't even see the

lettering on the blade until after

he knocked the knife on a rock

to clean off the rust.

Davis believes the blade was

carried by the Civil War President

When a boy in Indiana.

Incidentally Mr. Davis is quite

a hunter himself, and he keeps a

record of his shots. This season

he has pulled the trigger on his

gun 187 times. '

He bagged 43 squirrels, , eight

ducks, 46 birds and 20 rabbits.
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Mr John T. Ford himself, the conspirators who were later executed, seven

different poses of John Wilkes Booth, these have their place.

And in the realm of documentation rather than the sphere of art defi-

nitely, are theWe life mask of Lincoln from an early cast.umk by he

sculptor Leonard W. Volk, and bronze casts of the right hand and the left

"
Til "realm of the ingenious^ften flamboyant and risen out of

bathos, are cards with angels, wreaths, -mortel.es the naked s ave m sculp

ture kneeling in gratitude before the sculptured Emanc pater Gta» e

Washington and Abraham Lincoln shoulder to shoulder with a Stars and

Stripes background. One spurious photograph-or montage, ff yon choo e

5ves us Lincoln side by side with his wife, though it is known they never

fared the camera together. .

On he north waii of Oliver Barrett's law office hangs * ™ssme g
It-

framed painting in oil, a portrait of Lincoln, three-quarter length seated,

54

P
rches

B
m size.' It was painted from life by James R. Reid Lambdrn

ta Washington, in March of ,863. Lambdin was a director offj^
1

vania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia and Professor of Fme Arts at

the University of Pennsylvania, bearing the d.stinction of having painted

portmhs of eiery Present of the United States from John Qumcy Adams

M James A Garfield, usually painting his subject in the Executtve Mansion

at; he did with Lincoln. . . ., .

On the south . all of the Barrett office is a Lincoln portrait m oris, a4 by

,8 inches in size painted from life by W. T. Matthews, late in 1864

P 1, d col /reproductions of the Lambdin portrait have brought in

the Barrett mail an extraordinary series^- comments in

quality. Besides the Lambdin and Matthews paintings there are three others

of earlier periods, two of them portraits of the beardless Lincoln

Th t -mne reiics meet the eye. What is the "association value of a p

of beaded moccasins with the initials "A. L .» inwrought, «*™*«^
of Lincoln trod about the White House on his various errands? From w.hat

basis of values would an appraisal begin as to the price figu to t set on

a silver watch carried by Lincoln, a gold watch chain, ^
a pearl-handled pocket knife with "A. Lincoln" s.lver-.nla.d in the pea f

Th
"

atch is a Waltham Case No. E : 7 9, a William Ellery movement No.

C fZ Bos on An affidavit of Dennis Hanks attests that the watch was

mven m bTLint.n when he visited the President in the White House in

? 6, Th ell-known gold watch chain, as heretofore noted, was presented

Lffilo n y a delegation from California in ,863. The sflver watch cham,
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I incoln's spectacles (top left); Lincoln's knife (top right)* watch chain presented

Lincoln to Dennis F. Hanks (center); spun-gold watch chain presented to Lincoln

California delegation; bloodstone seal from signet ring of .Mrs. Lincoln
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5, ^^^ZZ^^ -— ,he We was made ,n shef "

56 LINCOLN'S WALLET

One Compartment is marked "Herndon

57. WOODEN GAVEL Lincoln . It was used in .9,2 to officially

•g^i^ZZSSZ*. at Chicago.

59 LAW BOOKS FROM THE LINCOLN^AND HERNDON LAW LIBRARY

~tt£SSZ^~~»~
ON THE SUBJECT

60 MANUSCRIPT OBSERVATIONS BV ABRAHAM LINCOLN ON THE SUBJECT

"This paper represents Lmeota prose

as its warmest and most human vein.

61 ORIGINAL PLASTER MODELS DESIGNED FOR A 3" BRONZE MEDAL

6L
OwJ and reverse made for Uncom Sesop—rah

62 MRS. MARY LINCOLN'S FAN, BEADS & CROSS

Sent to Mrs. Engenia Schaffer. (See No. 33)

63
«A LINCOLN ANECDOTE"

'

An original pencil sketch by D. C. Sturges, 1931.

64. MRS. MARY LINCOLN'S EARRINGS. FAN t PARASOL

x^r-TTFRRFOTYPE OF MRS. MARY LINCOLN
65

' r™- ^ wearing the earrmgs shown Here, (No. «).

66. ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S HAT BOX

Engraved on lid: "A. Lincoln".
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Dear Gerald:

Do you know anything about this story

of a Lincoln knife?

As usual, I am skeptical.

Ralph GK Newman

Dr R. Gerald McMurtry
Lincoln National Life foundation
Fort Wayne , Indiana 46802

Abraham I_iiosrcoi_,isr Book Shop



Ha.-n Lincoln presented :'tM s Pocket .Knife to Stephen S.

pu,""'^! ocuavrva Illinoi s,. in 1858..

.

;3otii (.gentlemen v.-ere very..

lllfyt' Sr Lincoln took the' knife from ;his -pocket andhanaoa

U^r Pheips; saying:^'^
iUndine that when I met - aman-homlier:;than.iny3elx ,«a g.ve^n,.

to hi i
t . ve found , him. " ' The. next day. ^r.;. Pnolpp, vra

?
.

wh.i ttling ,,,

surrounded hy some acquaintances ^O^ore: enjoying trie ^oke.^..

"toil hoys/ see .what^ou^iased^y^
only conme n t ..• ,Jr ,a-Ux •

•' -
-

i^j^J,lJ^ni^Ji^ Q TU luiXui ^ ^
L ^ - wa^w^uL te~S. H*- •

•
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MlAll' THE COLLECTOR
lly I 'an I V. Lull

I hui y Ackci'inaii

television I'rodiuer

This issue's collcclor-celcbrily is Marry Ackennan, Vice President

and lixecutivc Producer of Screen ,Ccms. Mr. Ackenn;in is the well

known producer of .such popular television shows as The Tanner's

Daughter, licwitched and 'The Flying Nun, lo name only a few. I le

also introduces a new program this season, Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,
in which he used llie (heme of autograph collecting as an important

point in I he pilot program of ihc series, lie is the proud owner of

one of llie finest private collections of manuscripts concerning the

Revolution and the French and Indian War in existence.

A member of the Manuscript Society, Mr. Ackurniau has been

collecting autographs .since IV38. As noted, he specializes in the

French and Indian War and the Revolution,* with particular refer-

ence to the Northern Campaigns and Fort Ticonderoga. The collec-

tion is largely of Major Generals of the era and all items are of war

dales.

Asked about some of his more notable items, Mr. Ackcrnian listed

letters of war dates written from l*"ort Ticonderoga or, in some cases,

about Fort Ticonderoga. These include letters by Philip Schuyler,

Horatio dates, Anthony Wayne and others. He slates: "A personal

favorite of mine is a scouting report written by Israel Putnam as a

captain in 1755 lo Sir William Johnson, constituting his personal

report, having observed llie French and Indians building a fort on

Lake C hamplain, which they weie calling Carrillon (later, of course,

Fort Ticonderoga). Another is a letter from George Washington to

General Henry Knox about Ihc posls on the Hudson Highlands. I

treasure also (he complete manuscript proceedings of a court martial

held in boil Ticonderoga on the 1'Jlh of August, 1776, on charges

uscri/ils

Winter l'T/0 5J
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preferred by General -Benedict Arnold against Colonel lla/cn." De-

parting from America, lie also prizes a letter Iron. Paul Gaugin to

his friend IJcrna.il, commenting on the death of Vincent van Gogh,

and personally illustrated with pen drawings by Gauguin.

All collectors have certain interesting and unusual exper.enees

connected with the acquisition of a valued item. In response to a

question about such experiences, he replied: "The most mierest.ng

anecdote that I can recall having to do with my collecting did not

involve autograph material. On the occasion of the Oliver Barrett

Lincolniana sale some years back I had placed a bid on Abraham

I incoln's legal wallet, which bore both his name and that ol Ins law

partner William llerndon. My hid was successful, and in due course

| received the wallet. Its accordion-pleated compartments had long

since become stuck together, and a lew days later, as I gently pried

then, apart, my eye caught a glint of something m one ol the com-

partments. Upon retrieving the object, I found .1 to he Abrahan

| incoln's pocket knife, will, his name engraved 0)1 .t. It was a priccH

less find and has long since been thoroughly authenticated ( there s

a photograph of it, lor example, in Carl Sandburg's Lincoln vol-

umes) " Such occurrences add spice and hope to collecting.

Perhaps the most enlightening statement made by Mr. Ackerman

in regard to his collecting concerns the benefit he leels he derives

Iron, the hobby. "Some people," he notes, "rest from their norma ly

busy and hectic lives by sleeping a great deal, sunbathing and similar

pursuits. I have always found it best for me in escaping the problems

of television and film production to escape into other activities that

demand involvement and concentration. The collecting ol autograph

and related material has proved to be bolj. intellectually stimulating

and beneficial to the health of my miml."

Despite his tremendous collection and personal interest 111 auto-

graphs he hesitated to advise others, saying: "H is diHict.lt to adv.se

other collectors wlu.se tastes may not match one's own. I know that

More than S000 items hi every field

of collecting offered yearly at your price or less.

free "Prices localized.

Americana Mail Auction

George Kinslaiitl
,

4015 Kilmer Ave.

Allcnlown, l»a. 1.8.104

Bids — Vice Copy and Information.

I have most enjoyed

places that have gre

out to make an auloj

more expensive vend

certain fields where

that is not piohibiliv

lecting, and through

various sales and frtj

by ihe various Pies;

of these isolated pieij

a bound volume a ci

ington until now, wl

(olo than the sun.

through the years in

Mr. Ackerman's

advice, should serve

enced and Ihe novil

assets for collecting

Aekei man has a lot

Manuscripts
Winter 1970
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I have most enjoyed collecting material both of people and particular

places that have great historical meaning for inc. .Someone starting

mil to make an autograph collection today will hud it a considerably

moie expensive venture than when I first started. However, there arc

certain holds where interesting material can still be found at a cosl

thai is not prohibitive. I have in mind the, fact that, as I started col-

lecting, and through the years as my collection grew, I picked up at

various sales and from various dealers loiters and documents signed

by the various Presidents of the United Stales, and acquired many

of these isolated pieces at a comparatively low cost. Today I have in

a bound volume a complete collection of the Presidents from Wash-

ington until now. which is estimated lo be of much greater value in

lolo than the sum of the individual pieces as I picked lliein up

through (he years in unhurried fashion."

Mr. Ackerman's collection, together with his philosophy and

advice, should serve as an inspiration lo all collectors— the experi-

enced and (he novice, the wealthy and the average. The important

assets for collecting arc /.cal, intellect and a little imagination. Harry

Ackerman has a lot of .ill three.

RARE AMERICANA
Books Manuscripts, Maps &

Bought and Sold

Catalogues Issued

333 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago 1, Illinois

Mtiiiuscripis 'iiilr.r 1970 55
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The Discovery and the Prize

Harry Ackerman

It was a clear sunny day in June of 1944 and I had just come
back to New York from a visit to Hollywood where I had been
working for two weeks supervising production of the Kate Smith
Hour (visiting West Coast military bases). It was the day I was to
make a great personal discovery which would profoundly affect
the rest of my life. From the outset it had been a happy day for
me, since the advertising agency I worked for, Young and Rubicam

,

that morning had informed me I had been promoted from my
post as Supervisor of Programs, East Coast, to the position of As-
sociate Director of Radio with the responsibility for all radio pro-
grams coast to coast, putting under my wing for the first time
such shows as Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, Baby Snooks, and
others. I was elated. I decided to buy a book, which long had
been my instinctive response to good news or a raise.

It was in a smallish bookstore on Fifth Avenue that I found a
lovely boxed, large-paper edition of The Moonstone by Wilkie
Collins. Collins was a 19th Century English writer whose Moon-
stone has generally been credited with being the first formal mys-
tery novel ever to be published. Having long been a mystery buff
I regarded it as an important acquisition. When I took the book

Manuscripts, Vol. XXXVI
No. 4, Fall 1984

275
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Collins, Pointing „u?Cso

a

l°cX^ "ntten by Wilkie
like to place onginal wtoTofl Press

fc>«*f
book. Fascinated sta^nch^

'm° *» fro1" * «>o
<o

T . , asked to'seeIw^J^tZT^handwritten letter of svmnathv I
a ^"Page

England. I prompt]y
Mgggj bereaved soul of 18W

front ofmybo^^gj^*^"^ * * the
I found myself in a^^s^^i where * sti« -poses,

ing the next few weeks a wn„l
°f euPho™ excitement. Dur-

I discovered thenS^&S^ ^^
sale of the greats of the pas ^df 1 SpeciaIizi"g» the
ger literary and art auctfon\

P
?f

1 ,Carned that «fe big-

schedulea^Si^^ Parke-B^net frequentfy- whohSSs materia

V fe,t 2ke^
Great Earthquake, when te la H M ^J*

800 * the Start of^
The idea'that^^1^^^^

manuscripts written by great Sf- 1
^ °Wn letters «d

-red to me, and suddenly J, thS JET ^^ °C"
of my youth came swarming back m! ?

H
frf^P^nsmer cottage for 18 yearly th» * ^ had °Wned a su™-

Ticonderoga in dJ^L^TJ^^^- —
where once had dwelt fierce Trl

Unta
j
ns

;
This was an area

where many famousZ^ll ? ft
^onquin tribes and

War and the AmerSEES h , f*^ -d Ind"n
summers of my life iToi^t^ o're oft *" 18
extensively about the neriod, A

°SG fames ™*
PeHed by mysignS^'^^^ f**

"* pro-

acquire letters and documentX I u
^ t0 l°°k for

tion and the earlier Frenchid InW If AmeriCan Revol«"
ted in this new-found putubvfr.^ ?

W3S aided^ abet-

terials, but most particu^lv bv t£T?. ^ * aUt°graph ma"

wrote a definitive book on autnt
" ant Mary Benjamin who

Key to Collecting.
aut°g'aphs entitled Autographs: A

Since I did not have a great deal nf™
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youthful interests, I began to acquire an important letter here,

written by Mad Anthony Wayne from Fort Ticonderoga to h%

wife in 1776, and there a 1779 letter from George Washington to

General Henry Knox, about fortifying the posts on the Hudsou

Highlands. Then a note from Knox to his brother William &
Boston. Over a period of the next thirty or so years I managed to;

gather a unique collection of letters by virtually all the major-

generals of the Revolution, and every one of war date. My best

French and Indian War letter, and one of my special favorites, is

a scouting report from Captain Israel Putnam (later a major,

general in the Revolution) written in 1755 about his mountain-

top vigilance in observing French soldiers and Indians construct-

ing a fort at the conHuence of Lake Champlain and Lake George

which they called Fort Carillon (later captured by the British and

renamed Fort Ticonderoga).

Another collection started back when I was a neophyte was

Presidents of the United States. Over a period of the next few

years I picked up from dealers and at auctions and sometimes

from private parties a single letter or document written by a

President. Finally in 1948 I had them all. I bought a large book

titled Presidents on Parade which featured brief biographies and

illustrations of all the Presidents from Washington to Truman,

and I "tipped-in" each of the documents into each of the sections

dealing with the particular Presidents. Then I took the book to

Brentano s in New York and had it handsomely bound in leather.

Today the book reposes in a special niche built into one of my

bookcases, where it represents a far greater value in toto than the

sum of the individual pieces as I picked them up through the

years in unhurried fashion.

Once bitten by the collecting bug, one often develops a cathol-

icity of interests, and it was true of me. The American Revolution

and the Presidents have remained my major collections, but

along the invigorating way I have picked up such stellar items as:

the longest known letter ever to have been written by Mata Han;

a luncheon menu signed in Paris by Charles Lindbergh the day

following his night arrival at Le Bourget in the Spirit of St. Louis;

Hitlers large white-and-gold note card embossed with a gold

swastika and bearing several lines in Hitlers hand to Wieland

Wagner (son of composer Richard Wagner) telling him he has or-
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dered a special Christmas present which has not yet arrived but

is on the way; a document signed by Lord Burghley, prime minis-

ter for Queen Elizabeth I, granting a ships commission to Sir

Francis Drake; an 1863 cavalry requisition signed by Custer; a

World War II post-slapping letter from General George Patton to

a well-wisher in this country; the full 1776 manuscript proceed-

ings of a court martial held in Fort Ticonderoga on charges pre-

ferred by General Benedict Arnold against Colonel Hazen (Ar-

nold lost); and a 1781 letter written by the Marquis de Lafayette

to Thomas Jefferson on military matters. My favorite of the indi-

vidual letters in the collection is one written by the painter Paul

Gauguin to his friend Bernard about the death of his arch-enemy

Vincent Van Gogh and featuring drawings by Gauguin on both

sides of the letter. A week after I acquired that from a New York

dealer he sent me a telegram offering me five times what I had

paid for it. Sometimes you get lucky.

Which brings me to the Prize part of the tale (from the article

title: "The Discovery and the Prize"). The Prize of my collecting

zeal over the years turned out not to be a letter or document at

all. A number of years back, on the occasion of the Oliver Barrett

Lincolniana auction at the Parke-Bernet Gallery in New York, I

placed a bid from California on Abraham Lincoln's legal wallet,

which bore both his name and that of his law partner in Spring-

field, Illinois, William Herndon. My bid was successful, and in

due course I received the wallet. Its accordion-pleated compart-

ments had become stuck together, and as I gently pried them

apart my eye caught a glint of something in one of the compart-

ments. Upon retrieving the object I found it to be Abraham Lin-

coln's pocket knife with his name engraved on it. A priceless find.

The Prize.

The knife had been thoroughly authenticated, and there are

photographs of it in Carl Sandberg's Lincoln volumes and else-

where. That first day I didn't even know if the treasure belonged

to me until my lawyer and former Dartmouth classmate, Budy

Pacht, said it was a clear case offinders-keepers. The pocket knife

had not been listed in the items to be auctioned, and I had clear

title to the wallet which I had won, plus whatever might be in it.

For years I have pondered how the knife came to be in the wallet.

Did one of the auctioneers place it there for safekeeping?—and
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forget about it?—or pass away in the interim period before the

auction? I don't suppose anyone will ever know the true answer.

I still have my whole collection for enjoyment and enrichment,

but I don't collect seriously any more except for an occasional

item that I really want. My friend, Charles Sachs, owns and runs

a very successful autograph dealership in Beverly Hills called

The Scriptorium, and I often visit with him there. One day we

were discussing one of my very special heroes, Lindbergh, and

Chuck slyly asked if I would like to be the owner of a check made

out by Lindbergh to Ryan Aviation as part payment for the Spirit

of St. Louis then under construction in San Diego. That check is

now proudly added to my collection.

I have only one regret to slightly mar my years of exciting col-

lecting, and that is the fact that, although I have been associated

with all the movie and television stars over the years as producer

(or in radio as director), I never thought to acquire from them any

autograph material. Particularly I think back to the great—and,

by now—classical stars I directed for two years of radios Screen

Guild Theatre—among them Clark Gable, Gary Cooper, Vivien

Leigh, Charles Boyer, Marlene Dietrich, Errol Flynn, James

Cagney, Tyrone Power, Ronald Coleman, Humphrey Bogart,

Cary Grant, Carole Lombard, and Judy Garland—and I never

once thought of asking them to autograph something for me. To-

day their autographs go for high prices in a burgeoning market,

and I feel like kicking myself around the block.

I remember that I did once consciously intend to get a stars

autograph, and that was the occasion when I directed the legend-

ary John Barrymore in "The Great Man Votes". The great man

was declining by then and had a bodyguard always with him to

help control his drinking, but I particularly cherish one evening

following rehearsal having cocktails at Brittingham's Restaurant

next to the Columbia Studios. Barrymore and the bodyguard and

I were joined at our corner table by Thomas Mitchell, a great

character actor also featured in the production. I had intended on

this occasion to ask the Great Profile for an autograph, but never

got to it. Mitchell had a kind of hero-worship toward Barrymore,

and the evening was spent with the two of them hilariously re-

calling past stories and anecdotes involving Barrymore. One of

them that I recall to this day almost makes up by its wit for the

loss of the autograph.
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Barrymore was starring in "Hamlet" in London, and afterwa

a matron cornered him backstage and asked, in view of his te

knowledge of Shakespeare, whether he thought ^mle^had

sexual relationship with Ophelia. Barrymore replied, Only

the Chicago company, madam.

Notes

Pictures.

Contributions Invited

for
Collector's Gems

Collector's Gems is a section hi^^tingthep^
manuscripts of the members of the Society. In forth

Sg issues, we hope to be able to present a four-

Jo eight-page section which will feature a series of

Inuscrfpunaterials with captions identifying the

manuscript and the collector. Members of the So

dety are invited to submit electrostatic copies (Xe-

rox etc.) of manuscripts to be cons dered for inclu-

iou in he section. Contributors names will be

wrtnheld upon request. Copies of the manuscripts

and brief captions of two or three lines should be

rt££d dLctly to the Editor o ^npts:
David R. Chesnutt, Departmen of.History Urn

versity of South Carolina, Columbia SC 2920*.



Abraham Lincoln and the Great Central Fair

The fairs, bazaars, and exhibitions

organized by the Sanitary

Commission beginning in August

1863 in Chicago, Boston, Cincinnati,

Brooklyn, Baltimore, St. Louis,

Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia are an

extraordinary example of early

patriotic fund-raising. The largest was

The Great Central Fair in June 1864,

which transformed Philadelphia's

Logan Square into a "Grand Temple
of Patriotic Benevolence." The
displays included a horticultural

department, a William Penn Parlor, a

group of Washington relics, and an

art gallery. The construction required

a million and a half linear feet of

lumber, and the mammoth project

was completed in only forty working

days.

President Lincoln attended the Fair

on June 16, where he gave an

exhortative address and received a

silver medal from the women's
committee. Among the many
contributions was a multi-bladed

army pocket knife offered by a

hardware merchant from Chestnut

Street named A. B. Justice. This knife

Mother-of-pearl presentation American army pocket

knife, given to President Lincoln. Estimate:

$70,000-90,000.

was subsequently presented to the

President, accompanied by a

document with the signatures of 130

prominent Philadelphians who had
visited the Fair. The original of this

document is now in the Library of

Congress, and the knife will be

offered in the American silver sale

with Lincoln's letter of thanks. Writing

from the Executive Mansion,
Washington, on October 17, 1864,

Lincoln refers to the knife as "an

extremely creditable specimen of

American workmanship." Drafted by

a secretary, the letter, on blue-lined

stationary, is signed in Lincoln's own
hand. The knife, which bears a gold

plaque with the President's name and
has damascened blades between
mother-of-pearl panels, is fitted into

an oak box inlaid with the American
Eagle, and, according to the

inscription, was made from wood
used to support the Old Liberty Bell.

The United States Sanitary

Commission, which organized the

Fairs, grew out of a much less formal

organization of New York women
working to aid the Union soldiers

during the Civil War. By the time the

Commission disbanded after the war,

its members were reputed to have
dispersed $15 million in supplies and
raised over $5 million in cash. More
than $ 1 million of this amount was
generated by the Great Central Fair.

The Gardner Chair

This American side chair was

originally part of a set made in the

Massachusetts Queen Anne style, with

the usual walnut finish. The chairs

were probably completed by 1760, but

at the whim of a later owner, they

were enlivened with fine 'chinoiserie'

painted decoration in the early 19th

century.

Samuel P. Gardner, a successful

Boston merchant, commissioned the

fashionable decoration that

incorporates his coat of arms on the

seat rail. This example, one of eight

known, was consigned by a

descendant of Mr. Gardner, having

passed from his daughter Mary
Lowell through five generations of

Mary Lowells, each a daughter of the

previous owner.

Family legend once maintained that

the chairs had been sent to China to

be decorated, but it is now clear that

thejapanning was the work of a local

craftsman. The design and
workmanship are closely related to

other examples from thejapanners' The Gardner Family japanned Queen Anne walnut side

chair, Boston, circa 1760. Estimate: 150,000-80,000.

workshops operating in Boston in the

early 19th century. That city was one
of the centers of American interest in

things Oriental, a fashion that had
begun in London more than a century

earlier. The surge of commercial

expansion in Boston in the 18th

century paralleled the London
demand for exotic luxury goods

either imported from the Orient or

fashioned after the arts ofJapan,
China, and India.

Japanned furniture was made
throughout the 18th century in

Boston, but by the beginning of the

19th century, hints of the Empire style

appeared in American chinoiserie

decoration, and the opulence of

previous years gave way to the more
restrained, neo-classical taste of the

period. The crisp detail of the foliage

and the small, precise renderings of

pagodas and bridges on the Gardner
chairs contrast sharply with similar

motifs painted in the mid- 18th

century on a bolder scale that covered

the surfaces with large areas of gold.
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THIS BOX
Ii msde from th« Wood t n j I rrjni form erlj Supporting tb

" OLD LIBERTY BELL,"
'

i Pr<itoMd to tS» Otoat Oratnl Filr, in lid of too U.S. Baniur;
Oouuii.iioo. Join, 1004, by A. B. Joitiot'.

928 (detail ofinside cover ofbox)

928 (detail ofobverse ofmedal)

Properly ofa Collector

928

Abraham Lincoln. Historic Mother-of-Pearl Presen-

tation "American Army" Multi-Bladed Pocket Knife
Given to President Lincoln to Mark his Visit to the

Great Central Fair in Philadelphia,June 16, 1864 and
with the President's letter of acknowledgement dated
October 17, 1864, the steel knife of slightly serpentine

outline, panelled with mother-of-pearl and inlaid with a

gold plaque engraved "ABRAHAM LINCOLN", fitted

with polished steel scissors, nail file and five various

blades, two of which are damascened with foliated

inscriptions, each blade with maker's signaturef. WARD & Co.,

Bronxville, New York. Length closed 4'/4 in. (10.8 an.)

The damascened inscriptions are as follows:

Urgei Blade: LIBERTY,July 4th 1776. Abraham Lincoln,

J any. 1st. 1863, EQUALITY.

Smaller Blade: Presented to the Philadelphia Sanitary Fair

by A.B. Justice, June 1864.

Contained in a fitted oak box, the cover inlaid in metal

with the American Eagle, Shield and Stars and printed on
the satin lining (see detail):

THIS BOX
Is made from the Wood and Iron, formerly Supporting the

"OLD LIBERTY BELL"
Now in Independance Hall, Philadelphia

And Presented to the Great Central Fair, in aid of the U.S.

Sanitary Commission, June 1864, by. A.B. Justice.

$10 7So

ss*y s/*-/s . sc4 /r . Jjtfs

j/r*//. J/// '

928 (detail of presentation document, by courtesy of the

Library ofCongress ,
Washington, DC.)

Also accompanied by a bronze medal struck on the

obverse (see detail) with Abundace offering a cup to an
army surgeon tending a wounded man surrounded by the

words WE GIVE OUR HEALTH FOR THOSE WHO
GIVE THEIR HEALTH FOR US and on the reverse

with the words IN COMMEMORATION of the

GREAT CENTRAL FAIR for the U.S. SANITARY
COMMISSION held at PHILADELPHIA JUNE
1864, the medal signed SCHUSSELLE INV. Paquel.E

Diameter 2'/i in. (5.7 cm.). 3 pieces.

The Great Central Fair held in Philadelphia June 8

through June 28, 1864, was a fund raiser for the United
States Sanitary Commission yielding $1,046,000 during
the three week period. President Abraham Lincoln

attended on June 16.

Having presented the knife to the Fair, of which he was a

committee member, Alfred B. Justice, hardware mer-
chant of 113 Chestnut Street, solicited 130 prominent
Philadelphians to endorse its subsequent gift to the

President. The gift was accompanied by a document
containing their signatures and describing the knife as "a

specimen of the handicraft of American workmen and a

slight testimonial of their regard." The document is in the

Library ofCongress, Washington DC. (see detail).

The President's original letter ofthanks addressed to "Mr.

A.B. Justice and others" and headed "Executive Man-
sion, Washington October 17 1864" and with his own
signature accompanies the lot; the knife is therein

described as "an extremely creditable specimen of

American workmanship. ..."

The lot is also sold with photographs of the presentation

document, photocopies of Our Daily Fare June 8, 1864

describing the Fair, and the text of Lincoln's address

delivered at the Fair on June 16 1864 taken from The

Collected Works ofAbraham Lincoln, Roy R Basler, editor, Vol.

VII, pp. 394-5.

$70,000-90,000





Abraham

Lincoln's

Fruit

Knife?

Almost everything

seems right about this

vintage, 19th-century

Cowlishaw piece

by Steve Shackleford

A silver folding fruit knife

owned by Abraham Lincoln?

It seems too good to be true.

But there it is, bigger than

life on display at the Lincoln

Museum in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

It all started with a letter to Blade

Magazine from William Graves Sr. He
wrote that he'd seen a picture of the

knife in "Lincoln Lore," the official

publication of the Lincoln Museum, a

part of the Lincoln National Corp. All

the signs seemed right—the hallmarks on

the blade, the carved pearl handle, even

Lincoln's name engraved on the shield

—

but the question remained: Was the knife

really Lincoln's?

Acting museum director Ruth Cook

said the knife was bought by television

executive/producer Harry Ackerman at

the auction of Oliver R. Barrett's Lincoln

collection in 1952. Ackerman's discovery

of the knife is a story in itself (see related

article). He bought Lincoln's legal wallet,

inside of which, unknown to the seller or

buyer, was the knife—a collector's dream

come true!

Cook said the Lincoln National

Corp.—a subsidiary of Lincoln National

Life Insurance Co.—bought the wallet
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From all indications, this folding fruit knife belonged to Abraham Lincoln. The legal

papers in the background are from Lincoln's presidential years. Note the similarity in his

signature and the name engraved on the shield. (Inset) The hallmarks on the blade of

folding fruit knives contain a language all their own. These particular hallmarks stand for

the following, from left: Queen Victoria's profile—duty stamp; the crown—made in

Sheffield; the capital letter "M"—in this case, made sometime between 1855-56; the lion-

silver blade; and JYC—made by John Yeomans Cowlishaw. (The Lincoln Museum, Fort

Wayne, Indiana—a part of Lincoln National Corp., photograph by Scott Simpson)

and knife from a dealer. She could not

divulge how much was paid for both

items, though she said the price was in

the five-figure range. She said neither

item is for sale, Another knife—a multi-

blade pocketknife—that belonged to

Lincoln sold alone at auction for $99,825

at Sotheby's in New York in 1989, as

reported in the August 1989 Blade

Magazine.

Even though Cook said there is no

documentation of when Lincoln

received the folding fruit knife or who

gave it to him, it reportedly has been

A Knife Collector's Dream Come True

H
I arry Ackerman discovered many

acting talents—he directed such

Istars as Clark Gable, Gary

Cooper and Humphrey Bogart and

produced such hit television series as

"Bewitched," "Hazel" and "The Flying

Nun"—in his long show business career,

but few could compare to his discovery

of the Lincoln knife in the Great

Emancipator's legal wallet bought at

auction in 1952.

It was the Oliver Barrett Lincolniana

auction at the Parke-Bernet Gallery in

New York. Ackerman placed a bid from

California on Lincoln's legal wallet.

When he received the wallet he noticed

that its many compartments—each

marked with a letter of the alphabet-

were stuck together. As he pried them

apart, he saw something sparkle in the

compartment marked "K." It was the

knife.

According to the "The Discovery and

the Prize" written by Ackerman in

"Manuscripts" magazine, Ackerman's

lawyer said that since the knife had not

been listed in the items to be auctioned

and Ackerman had clear title to the

wallet, Ackerman owned whatever was

in it—in this case what appears to have

been Abraham Lincoln's folding fruit

knife.

DECEMBER 92
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authenticated—there are photographs of

it in famed poet and biographer Carl

Sandburg's Lincoln volumes and
elsewhere. But were the principals

involved familiar enough with the

special "hallmark language" of fruit

knives to know if this particular fruit

knife could have been made for Lincoln?

We decided to check with Bill Karsten,

author of the only known book on the

subject, "Silver Folding Fruit Knives," to

flush out the facts.

According to Karsten's book, folding

fruit knives first appeared in France in

the 17th century. They often had blades

made of silver or gold for corrosion

resistance as stainless steel was not yet

available. Men often gave them as

presents to their wives or girlfriends. In

England, silver fruit knives flourished

after the silver assay offices opened at

Sheffield and Birmingham in 1773. The

blades were hallmarked following assay

(a procedure analyzing the blade's silver

content) in accordance with the system

conceived in London during the early

14th century. A series of five small

stamped marks disclosed the city of

origin, the maker's initials, the year of

assay, the sterling silver (92.5 percent)

content and the duty stamp (Karsten said

the latter was no longer carried after the

duty was abolished in 1890).

The hallmarks on the Lincoln knife

blade are of a profile of Queen Victoria,

a crown, the capital letter "M," a lion and

the initials "JYC." Karsten said the

"JYC" stands for the maker, John
Yeomans Cowlishaw, who was so well

thought of that a street in Sheffield

—

Cowlishaw Lane—is named after him.

Karsten said the queen's profile means

the duty on the knife had been paid

—

indicating the knife was made pre-1890

—

the crown indicates the knife was made in

Sheffield, and the lion means the blades

are made of silver.

But it was the "M" hallmark for the

year of make that intrigues Karsten. He
said the capital letter or uppercase "M"
meant the knife was made either from

1855-56 or from 1879-1880. If it were

made between 1879 and 1880, then the

knife could not have been Lincoln's since

he was assassinated in 1865. Moreover,

Karsten said, Cowlishaw made his last

knife around 1920, which indicates if he

made a knife in the mid-1850s, his

knifemaking career spanned six-and-a-

half decades— if true, a remarkable
record for working longevity at that point

in history.

Some checking by Karsten in "The
Book of Old Silver: English, American,

Foreign" by Seymour B. Wyler revealed

continued on page 83
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Steve Dunn
ABS Journeyman Smith

376 Biggerstaff Rd.

Smiths Grove, KY 42171
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METAGRINDER
BUILD YOUR OWN!
• Same Features and Power as Top-of-the-Line Grinders

• Basic Machine includes rubber contact wheel, flat grinding-
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LINCOLN'S FRUIT KNIFE
continuedfrom page 55

that Cowlishaw was admitted as a maker

of silver folding fruit knives to the

Sheffield Assay Office in 1854. So he

could have made the knife in 1855-56.

However, Karsten said the "M"
markings on the knives made in 1855-56

are thinner than those made in 1879-80.

"If I had to make a choice I would say

the shape of the 'M' indicates the knife

was made in 1879-80," he said, but he

could not be positive and would not

discount that the knife could have been

Lincoln's on that basis.

Next came a question about the order

the hallmarks appear in on the blade.

Quoting from Wyler's book, Karsten

said on almost all fruit knives made from

1844-1921 the crown is the first hallmark

to appear at the left. On the Lincoln

blade the queen's profile appears first at

the left. However, Karsten said there is a

picture of a Cowlishaw knife made in

1855 with the hallmarks in the same

order in Karsten's book. Moreover, he

said mistakes in the application of

hallmarks were made and the Lincoln

knife may be an example. "They did

make boo-boos," he noted. "I've found

several of them. They're not normal but

the mistakes don't discount the knife's

authenticity, either."

Simon Moore, a leading English

authority on fruit knives, agreed with

Karsten's assessment. "We do often get

mistakes like that. There might be a

whole batch of blades with marks

jumbled up higgledy-piggledy," he said.

"They might go stamping away before

they'd realized their mistake but by then

they might've run off quite a few blades

that way."

As for the shield style and the

engraved blade, Karsten said he had seen

examples of neither on other Cowlishaw

knives. Concerning the "A. Lincoln"

engraved on the shield, Karsten said it

was probably done some time after the

knife was made. He said if the knife were

made especially for Lincoln by

Cowlishaw, Cowlishaw may have

engraved the name on the shield later.

Dr. William Rosenthal, a leading fruit

knife authority who donated a huge

collection of fruit knives to the National

Knife Museum, said the shield was

probably engraved after the knife came

to America.

"The fancy shape of the handle, the

engraved bolster, these sort of things say

to me Cowlishaw well could have made
the knife," Karsten noted. "And the

knife very well could have been

Lincoln's." —*~

Collectors &. Knifemakers!
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artistic craftsmanship was at its zenith. Over 700 military
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Swords & Blades of the American Revolution
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Texas residents add sales tax: $2.43— HB, $1.48— SC
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Designer & Maker
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Each piece serially numbered
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Military Boot
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Smoky Mountain

Knife Works&
The World's Largest Knife Showplace

KNIFE
CATALO
Save up to

60% on all

major brands
of hunting, collecting, work

and survival knives. Case, Buck,

Parker, Camillus, Henckels, &
Schrade - just to name a few!

Fast efficient service and guar-

anteed merchandise satisfac-

tion. Send for our free full-color

catalog with every style of knife

imaginable at discount prices

to the public!

Visit our showroom in the

Smokies, home of "The World's

Largest Knife Showplace"!

SMOKY MOUNTAIN KNIFE WORKS
P.O. Box 4947AB, Sevierville, TN 37864

Prison Guard Fired

Over Blade Story

H
ere's an update on the story about

me in the November issue ("Prison

Guard Uses Knife To Save

Inmate's Life").

After contacting the administrative

branch of the jail in order to get autho-

rization to carry the Blackjack Hoffman

Design Rescue 911 and in the process

showing them the article, I was fired. It

appears they didn't like their dirty laun-

dry aired in public.

I've worked at this corrections depart-

ment for seven years and before that seven

years as a Seattle police officer. Before that

I spent four years in the Marine Corps with

a tour in 'Nam, but this is the first time I

have ever been treated so badly for saving

another person's life. Even pointing out

that the copy of the report I sent you had

no names other than my own didn't help.

It's people like this who make saving lives a

thinking proposition. I know that if the situ-

ation came up again I would still have done

the same thing, but you can print this letter

so that it might save someone else a job.

I realize most places would have been

proud to have that story printed showing

how well their officers react. However,

this jail administration has a lot to hide

and did not like the publicity.

Steve Duncan
Marysville, California

P.S.: They won't even allow me to collect

unemployment.

Editor's note: Readers who object to the

way Officer Duncan was treated may write

those objections down on paper and mail

them to: Snohomish County Corrections

Center, attn: William Harper, director, 3000

Rockefeller, No. 509, Everett, WA 98201.

Reader Says Knife May
Have Been Lincoln's

After reading "Abraham Lincoln's

Fruit Knife?" in the December
issue, I scanned my modest fruit

knife collection and found 11 made by

John Y. Cowlishaw. Some blades are

plain and some engraved. Shield shapes

vary and some have none. Some shields

are not engraved.

In the case of the fruit knife that

allegedly belonged to Lincoln, it would

hardly seem plausible that the engraved

name on his knife's shield would be in his

handwriting. To my knowledge he was

not an engraver. Possibly he could have

requested the engraver to closely copy

his handwriting.

Regarding the hallmarked dating on

my 11 knives, they range from 1854 to

1923. They thus authenticate Cowlishaw's

longevity as a producer of folding fruit

knives. Plus, they re-establish the fact

that he was producing English folding

fruit knives during the period when
Lincoln could have purchased or received

his as a gift.

All of the hallmarks on my 11 knives

were checked in Judith Banister's book.

"English Silver Hallmarks," an authority

that gives added dimension to our

research. I checked the 1855 and the 1879

"Ms" against the detailed picture as pub-

lished and if I may have the luxury of a

judgment call, I'd have to go against my
esteemed good friend, Bill Karsten, and

say it looks like an 1855 "M." The octag-

onal outline surrounding the "M" also

looks more like that of an 1855 mark.

These dies, however, were often worn

from use, held at an angle on being struck

or were carelessly or inaccurately used.

Such has been pointed out by Karsten

and Simon Moore.

Please also note that the usual order of

hallmarks was not always meticulously fol-

lowed by Cowlishaw. Such can be seen in

several Cowlishaw knives in my collection.

Though I am convinced that this fold-

ing fruit knife could indeed have

belonged to Lincoln—taking its prove-

nance into account, of course— I am
bewildered that for well over a hundred

years nobody, including knowledgeable

collectors and archivists, had the curiosity

to examine each compartment of this

wallet. Unbelievable!

I wonder who was the dealer who sold

the wallet and knife to the Lincoln

National Corp.? How did he/she get it,

when and from whom? As historians we

may be due that information—or as

much of the story as is known.

J. Wm. Rosenthal, M.D.

New Orleans, Louisiana

Editor's note: Bill Karsten stands by what

he said in the story. Since the story broke

Karsten has learned that Cowlishaw com-

mitted suicide in 1894, though his shop

continued in operation till circa 1920.
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Ruth Cook, acting director of the Lincoln

Museum in Ft. Wayne, Indiana, said the

identity of the dealer who sold the wallet

and knife to the Lincoln National Corp. was

privileged and could not be divulged.

Postal Employees And
Blade "Do Lunch"?

The December issue made such an

impression on me I couldn't resist

telling you what a diversified collec-

tion of articles and pictures it contained!

To me this was the best issue yet; even the

ads seemed to differ in composition from

previous issues.

Best of all, the magazine arrived clean and

untorn with "no scratches." Secretly, I think

that postal employees read the Blade on

their lunch hour. Who can fault that?

D.L. Bettis

Victoria, Texas

59 Things He Hasn't Done

I
read your article "59 Things Every

Knife Fan Should Do" in the August

Blade. Gee, I've hardly done any of

those things—never even been to a knife

show, handled an expensive custom knife

or met a professional knifemaker. Nor do I

want to do most of those things.-

Guess I might as well pack it in, cancel

my subscription and forget about knives.

Joe Smith

Jordan, Minnesota

P.S.: How many points do you think a man

should get for standing outside in the

Minnesota winter, beating jack hammer

bits into blades?

Reader Praises "Last Of

The Mohicans" Issue

I
have been an avid reader of your fine

magazine now for quite some time but

of all the issues I have read, your

February issue is the finest yet.

When I saw that cover of Daniel Day-

Lewis as Hawkeye in "Last Of The

Mohicans," I couldn't wait to get home and

read it. I've seen the movie several times

and cannot praise it enough. It is the first

movie probably ever made to show the cos-

tumes, weapons and Eastern Native

Americans in an as authentic way as possi-

ble from that period in history.

Thomas Hearne

North Walpole, New Hampshire
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